[Angiodysplasia in the gastrointestinal haemorrhage of the elderly patient. Our experience].
Angiodysplasia of the digestive tract is one of the main causes of acute bleeding and is a frequent reason for admittance to the emergency surgery unit. This pathology, previously considered rare and often not recognised, has only recently acquired a precise anatomo-pathology thanks to endoscopy. Besides having a decisive diagnostic role, endoscopy also allows the control and successful treatment of lesions, often in a definitive way, which were previously only dealt with surgery, with significant advantages for the elderly patient, reducing the rate of morbidity and mortality. There are still many discussions today, above all on the priority of various diagnostic investigations to be carried out in digestive bleeding and on the choice of treatment in the case of angiodysplasic lesions in geriatric age. Some cases of acute bleeding from intestinal angiodysplasia, observed by the Authors, have led them to study the etiopathogenesis, diagnosis and emergency treatment of such lesions.